
 

NEP to transform India into knowledge superpower: Pokhriyal at IIT Bhubaneswar 
convocation 
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Union Schooling Minister Ramesh Pokhriyal ‘Nishank’ on Friday mentioned that the 
Nationwide Schooling Coverage-2020 (NEP) will remodel India right into a ‘data superpower’ 
and a worldwide chief in studying because it hyperlinks the previous with the long run. 

The NEP, unveiled by the Centre amid the COVID-19 disaster in July, will pave the best way 
for holistic and multidisciplinary schooling, Pokhriyal mentioned whereas talking on the ninth 
convocation of IIT Bhubaneswar by way of video convention. 

Students from the world over as soon as travelled to India to review within the seats of studying 
at Nalanda and Takshila as a consequence of excellence within the nation’s schooling system, 
he mentioned. 

 “Armed with the New Schooling Coverage, India will as soon as once more emerge as a 
worldwide chief in studying and a data superpower because it connects our previous with the 
long run. Our variety and talent to mix historical and trendy methods will once more take us to 
the highest,” the minister mentioned. 

Pokhriyal mentioned that the brand new coverage will allow Indian college students to develop 
and excel in all spheres of life and the nation will emerge as a supplier of employment and now 
not stay a job seeker. 



The minister additionally confused on the necessity to give attention to linking India’s expertise 
with patent as it’ll play a big position within the financial growth of the nation. 

The Nationwide Analysis Fund and the Nationwide Technological Discussion board, that are 
being initiated, may even result in main adjustments within the setting for analysis and growth, 
which can turn out to be extra inclusive, he mentioned. 

Hailing the NEP as a complete framework for elementary to increased schooling in addition to 
vocational coaching in each rural and concrete areas, he mentioned that it goals at presenting 
India’s variety by way of regional languages with the advantage of offering main schooling in 
mom tongue. 

Pokhriyal congratulated the graduating college students of the institute and known as upon 
them to attempt onerous to cherish their goals regardless of challenges to be confronted. 

Referring to Make in India, Digital India and Startup India, he mentioned that these authorities 
campaigns search to supply help to the younger and proficient to construct a self-reliant and 
empowered India and obtain the ‘Atmanirbhar Bharat’ mission. 

The minister additionally complimented the authorities of IIT Bhubaneswar for the excellent 
wellness, educating excellence and analysis aura the institute has created. 

Pokhriyal inaugurated the Scholar Exercise Centre, the Play Courts, and the Faculty of 
Humanities, Social Sciences and Administration of IIT Bhubaneswar. 

Talking on the event, Union Minister of State for Schooling, Sanjay Dhotre, counseled the 
work performed by the institute’s school, college students and researchers in innovating totally 
different strategies in numerous fields through the ongoing pandemic. 

Dr Rajendra Prasad Singh, Chairman of the institutes Board of Governors, expressed 
confidence that its college students would be the torchbearers for nation constructing and 
paving the trail for a contemporary and decisive India. 

Through the convocation, the institute conferred levels to 446 college students – 35 PhD, 141 
MTech, 70 MSc and 200 BTech. 

It was a reside convocation performed through the pandemic time in combined mode, the 
primary of its sort throughout the globe, IIT Bhubaneswar claimed.The graduating college 
students took half within the programme both bodily or just about and the institute developed 
the mechanism in-house. 
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